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NEWS & PRODUCTS
standard HD-SDI output for remote
studio production, sports and tower
camera applications. It also features
genlock, a mini 15-pin connector for
control and power, tally function, iris
and zoom/focus controls and motor
driven optical filters.

CINE production power
from Anton/Bauer
Anton/Bauer, the worldwide standard
for broadcast video power solutions,
has expanded its CINE line of power
products to effectively and easily
address the wide range of production
power requirements of both the film
and video production worlds.
Leveraging Anton/Bauer’s advancements in batteries and charging technology as well as its origins in power
for film cameras, the CINE-VCLX and
new VCLX/2 offer the flexibility of dual
simultaneous output voltages and a
performance level that is more than
equal to the demands of the equipment and the environments of digital
cinema production.
Employing NiMH technology ported
over from Anton/Bauer’s field proven
HYTRON video batteries, CINE-VCLX
and VCLX/2 are not subject to transportation restrictions of lithium ion
or the disposal burdens of lead acid
batteries.

Panasonic Compact
AK-HC1800N
Panasonic announced the availability
of its compact AK-HC1800N HD multipurpose camera. The 2/3” 2.2-megapixel 3-CCD HC1800N is a solution
for high-end production in a variety
of applications. The camera’s native
1920x1080 resolution is reinforced by
an advanced single-channel transfer
system and spatial offset processing features that reduce aliasing and
provides superior resolution. It offers
low light sensitivity (F10 at 2000 lx),
an infinitesimal smear level of -130dB
and a modulation factor of more than
45%, so images are crisp, accurate and
noise-free. The compact, 3.3-pound
camera unit comes equipped with a
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Fujinons New HDTV ENG
Lenses
Fujinon’s new HD Select Series of costeffective lenses consists of three ZA
Series HD ENG lenses: including the
ZA22x7.6BE HD telephoto ENG lens,
ZA17x7.6BE HD standard ENG lens,
and ZA12x4.5BE HD wide-angle ENG
lens. The Series was designed to meet
the performance needs of the next
generation of cost-effective HD cameras. Fujinon worked closely with all
major camera manufacturers to engineer true HD lenses that are designed
specifically to enhance the performance of lower cost HDTV cameras.

1 Beyond HD System for
broadcast trucks
1 Beyond™, Inc., announced the
immediate availability of the 1 Beyond
HD OctoFlex™ Rugged video editing
system designed specifically for live
Electronic News Gathering broadcast
trucks converting to tapeless Highdef.
The new rack mount system is ideally
suited to meet the unique needs of
TV Stations working remotely with the
new tapeless HD camera formats such
as Infinity™ JPEG 2000, DVCPRO 50,
DVCPRO HD, P2, VariCam, XDCAM EX
and AVC-Intra. The system can also be
configured for direct-to-disk capture and
other on-location uses such as film production trucks and military video units.

Sachtler Versatile SOOM
Sachtler’s SOOM is the world’s first
multifunctional camera support system for Mini DV to HDV camcorders.
It elegantly configures into 4 distinct
support tools--all in one compact,
easy-to-carry system. In TriPod mode,
the system’s 75mm bowl can be mated
to a Sachtler FSB and features singlestage legs providing a vertical height

connect to higher quality HD

range from 27”-56” and an integrated
TriSpread mid-level spreader that delivers stability, even over uneven ground.
For more height, TriPod becomes
HiPod, via its integrated center column,
the SOOM Tube, capable of telescoping vertically to a variable lens height of
over 8’-ideal for shooting over obstacles or crowds. In Monopod configuration, the SOOM Tube removes from the
tripod to function as a monopod sporting a height range of 34”-62”. A foldaway foot bracket allows the operator
to firmly secure its base to the floor.
For going low, the TriSpread mid-level
spreader removes from the standard
tripod to become a single-stage baby
tripod with a height range of 8”-19”.

Panasonic at Beijing
Olympics
Panasonic will deliver the largest-ever
supply of digital electrical technologies
as a sponsor for The Games of the 29th
Olympiad to be held in Beijing, China in
August 2008. This will be the first time
in history that the Olympic international
broadcasting signal will be produced
entirely in the High Definition (HD) format (1080/50i), making Beijing the “First
HD Olympic Games.” Panasonic will be
providing digital broadcasting equipment including the Panasonic P2 HD
series, based on solid-state P2 memory
recording, as well as studio-use Digital
VCRs, system cameras and TV monitors to The International Broadcasting
Center (IBC) and other broadcasters as
the official broadcasting equipment for
Beijing 2008.

The most versatile
HD field recorder
at any price.
Angenieux Optimo DP Series
Thales Angenieux introduced the
Optimo DP (Digital Production) Series,
led by the Optimo Rouge, offering
Optimo quality at an affordable price.
It has a focal length of 30-80mm with
a fast aperture of T:2.8, plus calibrated
focus marks and no ramping or breathing. Weighing only 4.2 lbs/1.9 kg, this
light weight compact PL mount lens
features a unique mechanical design
for precise zoom and focus, bringing
the best of film to the new world of
large format Digital Production. HD

With industry-renowned, independent-frame DVCPRO HD and master-quality, full-raster
10-bit 4:2:2 AVC-Intra* compression, Panasonic’s affordable AJ-HPM110 field recorder/
player is the perfect choice for IT compatible, multi-format HD and SD production.
Whether used with Panasonic P2 cameras or with other cameras or decks with HD-SDI
output (including 23.98/24psf), the HPM110 offers long record times. Using six 32GB P2
cards, this workhorse can record for 4 hours in 1080p/24 and 8 hours in 720p/24. It also
offers multiple frame rates, 1080 and 720 support, up/down conversion, 24p pull-down
removal and real-time playback of 720p variable frame rates (over/under cranking).
And you’ll benefit from the speed, flexibility and reliability of P2 HD’s solid-state, tapeless
workflow and the backing of a 5-year warranty.** So get connected to the future of HD
production with the HPM110.

Extensive AV/IT connections, including HD-SDI, IEEE
1394 and USB host mode, assure a fast workflow.

For more information, please visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast.

when it counts
* Full capabilities of optional AJ-YBX200 AVC-Intra board described at www.panasonic.com/broadcast
** 1 year standard warranty plus additional 4 year warranty (if registered within 30 days of purchase)

© 2008 Panasonic Broadcast

HD Footage
Large and Small
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pril celebrated the sixth anniversary of when I tied my life to High Definition cinematography by starting FootageBank HD, the first footage licensing company dedicated to
HD native content. It’s been a fantastic ride with a bullet-like speed that I do not think
will slow.
Broadcasters around the world are demanding all their top productions in high definition.
To service this growth industry, the need for high definition footage continues to grow exponentially. Each month the number of feature films shot in HD grows, and all network as well
as most cable productions are finishing in HD. It does not matter if clients are making a trade
show, point of purchase video (now using vertical and horizontal content), or a spot for Nike
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that will air on the Internet as well as in theaters and television. They are all finishing in a high
definition format.
We are more than twenty years into HD’s technological development and the public has
learned to “speak HD.” We at FootageBank HD are no longer explaining to our clients the difference between interlaced and progressive formats, or whether or not HD is “here to stay.”
Our current clients prefer footage captured in native 1920 x 1080 format at a progressive
frame rate (rather than interlaced). This, at times, has created a problem for the end user of
footage. The thirty frames per second interlaced format has been chosen by many of our documentary shooters as it allows them to capture a real life feel in scenes with motion, speed, and

Curandero in the Peruvian
Andes: DP: Claudio
Miranda; Production:
A Thousand Roads;
Seven Arrows-Telenova
Productions, represented by
FootageBank HD
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Rainforest in Borneo:
DP: Sean Philips;
Production: Bugs!,
K2 Communications,
represented by
FootageBank HD
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content from the natural world.
With 90% of our clients ordering in 24p
(really 23.98PsF), progressive frame rate content is dominating this particular “format
war”. When I have a choice I tell our DP’s to
shoot progressive. Many of them are now
re-shooting footage in 24p that they had
previously submitted to FootageBank HD in
1080i. This does not mean we do not accept
footage shot in the interlaced format. We do,
but find it currently sells less frequently when
clients have a choice to source a shot from a
progressive rather than interlaced master.
FootageBank HD was founded with
the mission to represent producers and cinematographers who live on the outer edge
of cinematic exploration. They tend to be
futurists such as Barry Clark, President of
Telenova Productions, and James Mathers,
Cinematographer and President of the Digital
Cinema Society. These men and dozens more
people like them such as Randall Dark and
Dave Stump have worked on the frontier of
high definition technology always looking to
the next horizon of even higher resolution
digital cinematography. They are pioneers
who help forge potential opportunities such
as creating content (whether clips, short films
or full scale productions), for digital delivery
and multicasting to platforms large and small.

Webisode, mobisode, minisode, broadband, podcast, webcast, mobicast: these
words are flooding the newswires, blogs,
websites and trade publications that cover
business trends and development in the
media, entertainment and communication
sectors. More and more producers of content
are accessing their media in an electronic
environment and short form programming is
being created specifically to inform, entertain,
and market to what is now called the “web
centered” viewer.
Television is no longer the first medium
that viewers under 30 go to for news and
entertainment. In addition, television is no
longer the first medium that marketers look
to sell their products. Product marketing has
changed from a “push” to a “ pull” model;
away from pushing your product to the viewers to “pulling the viewers” to the product by
creating media viewers want to see.
Programming targeting the web-centered
viewing market is expected to explode in the
next 12-24 months, and I believe the pace has
been quickened by the recent WGA strike.
Network producers are now creating webisodes as well as episodes of their television
programs. Major commercial brands from
Ford, to Hershey’s Chocolate, to Norelco are
developing short form programming directed

Jelly fish: DP: Norbert
Wu, represented by
FootageBank HD
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at selected demographics of those consumers who access their media in smaller bits and
bytes from a mobile platform. This creates
opportunity for shooters.
More and more cinematographers are
contacting me asking if we will accept footage created with the new smaller HD cameras
such as the Panasonic P2 and Sony XD-Cams.
As of yet our clients are hesitant to
accept footage from most of these cameras
because most use an interframe compression.
However, footage shot with the smaller HDV
and HD digital cameras is ideal for web content producers creating product for mobile
media be it cell phones, hand held video
players or computer screens. FootageBank
HD is currently developing a product line
specifically targeted to the web and mobile
media buyer. Our royalty free 16 x 9 e-commerce website called footagehead will launch
in June. We are building the site with the web
media producer in mind. footagehead will
offer a whole new line of downloadable footage shot by the professionals we represent
using these small versatile cameras.
These smaller cameras are allowing our
DP’s to bring to the table footage not usually
accessible to us like the most extreme sports,
hard to reach locations, and other extreme
content such as documentation of war and
conflict around the world. We are converting
this content from digital files shot on the P2
to HD D5. It will take the next several months
to see if our clients such as shows like Weeds,
24, Men in Trees and Ugly Betty are receptive

to this specific image workflow. I expect the
acceptance of converted footage will grow as
viewers become acclimated to seeing images
with varying pixel ratios while watching footage on their computers thereby increasing
their tolerance for mixed pixel ratios in their
television viewing.
FootageBank HD also offers reduced
rates for web media projects that are finishing
in HD and need HD master content.
While we test converting HD digital files
captured by P2 cameras, we are simultaneously preparing to offer our HD clients footage shot with the new “large format” cameras
such as the RED ONE Camera. FootageBank
HD formed the Red Camera Collective in collaboration with the Digital Cinema Society
(DCS), a nonprofit corporation dedicated
to educating and informing the entertainment industry about digital motion picture
production, post, delivery, and exhibition.
FootageBank HD is representing DCS RED
ONE shooters for stock licensing and will be
donating 5% of our earnings to the Digital
Cinema Society. Already we are working with
RED ONE owners to build a portfolio of content so we will be ready for the emerging client base wanting content in 2K and 4K native
files.
As you can see, the landscape of opportunities is expanding with what seems like the
speed of light. HD
Paula Lumbard is Founder of FootageBank HD,
her second footage related company, footagehead will be her third.

Perfectly paired: Sony XDCAM® HD and
XDCAM EX™ production.
“Without looking at the timeline, there’s no way you could tell which camera was which.”
- Jody Eldred
To cover a once-in-a-lifetime air show, veteran Director/Cameraman Jody Eldred relied on Sony’s PDW-F350 and 355
optical disc cameras and supplemented them with the ultra-compact PMW-EX1 XDCAM EX solid state camcorder. The
XDCAM HD camcorders captured pilot interviews, time lapse sequences and beautiful ground-to-air footage. The EX1
went even further.
Eldred says, “We strapped the EX1 into the tight confines of Patty Wagstaff’s stunt plane and captured a full 12-minute
aerobatic routine at up to 10Gs of force. Amazing footage! And it was easy to color match the cameras so the clips
intercut seamlessly in post.”
High Definition. It’s in our DNA.

click: sony.com/xdcam to see all the amazing footage, request a DVD disc set and learn more about special
financing offers and promotions.

© 2007 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Sony, XDCAM and
XDCAM EX are trademarks of Sony.

Jackedin:Highdef
by Brian McAllister

I
The Auto Theft Task Force
race after a car thief in
downtown Newark, NJ.
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t’s 2:45 in the morning, the temperature is
30 degrees, and nine policemen are in full
sprint down Broad Street in Newark, NJ.
They’re in pursuit of three violent carjackers,
armed and dangerous, and in seconds they
will have these criminals cuffed and incarcerated. Ten yards behind are three highdef
shooters capturing it all. This is Jacked!, a
new HD television series premiering on A&E
in July. The show follows the Essex/Union
Auto Theft Task Force of Northern New
Jersey as they carry out tactical street operations to recover stolen vehicles and arrest the
criminals who steal them.
Pangolin Pictures has been producing
documentary television for over ten years. As
more networks demand programming to be
highdef, it was no surprise that A&E had the
same request. The only question for us was
which camera. We knew we wanted a cinematic, sleek, 24P look; but we also knew our
limitations. The Task Force attacks the streets

every night from 8pm to 6am, so we needed
a low light sensitive camera. For a large
majority of the night we ride shotgun in their
patrol vehicles. From the outside of these
vehicles you see impressive undercover SUVs
with huge steel bumpers. But inside, from a
shooter’s perspective, it’s just a small enclosed
space with little room for movement. A fullsized HD camera like the Sony F-900 has a
great look, but can you imagine trying to get
the shot while cramped in the passenger seat
traveling 80 mph down the backstreets of
Newark? Or climbing chain-link fences, hurdling bushes, or getting into a full out chase?
We needed a great HD image from a camera
small and portable enough for intense run
and gun shooting.
We settled on the Sony PMW-EX1. About
the same size as Sony’s DVCAM and HDV
cameras, the EX1 offered true 1080 24P HD
recording. It has a professional Fujinon lens,
and the ability to shoot in both slow and fast

motion. We also found the image to hold up
in much darker situations than many other
professional camcorders. The only thing holding us back from using these cameras was the
tapeless record function. The EX1 is part of
the new revolution of HD cameras that record
to solid-state media. We didn’t know if this
was the right project for us to finally take the
tapeless plunge. There is no time during the
Auto Theft Task Force’s shift to download the
media from these cards and reuse them again
that night. It’s not like you can ask an officer,
“Hey, would you mind putting your gun down
for a second, I’ve got some downloading I’ve
got to deal with before we can continue.”
After some thought, we found a viable
workflow. With each card holding about an
hour’s worth of full resolution HD, we estimated each shooter would use approximately
five cards a night. Our post-production team
would need a full day to copy and clear all 15
cards. We would need a total of thirty 16GB

cards. At almost $900 each, this would make
anyone cringe. However, when comparing the
cost of the cards to a budget for tape stock
for an entire series, tapeless media entered
the realm of possibility. Plus, unlike traditional
tape-based cameras, the EX1 accepts two
SxS cards at a time. This means we can switch
cards when it is most convenient, instead of
running out of tape during a pivotal moment.
After two months of nonstop, actionpacked nights, I can report the purchase was
well made. The cameras have survived everything from car accidents to foot pursuits; all
the while giving us a really slick, highdef look.
We made the jump to tapeless media, and
may never want to go back. For Jacked! the
EX1 was the way to go. HD

Rob Green and Brian
McAllister capture
the action with the
Sony PMW-EX1.

Brian McAllister is the Associate Producer for
Jacked! Pangolin Pictures, the production company
he works for, has been producing High Definition
documentary television for over a decade. They can
be reached in New York City at 212-245-4242
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Women’s Murder Club:
Beautiful Faces in HD

by Bob Fisher

J

ohn Fleckenstein brought a few of his
own lights to his first meeting with
Women’s Murder Club showrunner R.
Scott Gemmill and producer Ed Milkovich. He
demonstrated his intentions for lighting faces
while they were discussing a visual strategy.
The ABC Television series is based on a
James Patterson novel about four women —
a detective, a medical examiner, an assistant
district attorney, and a newspaper reporter
— who collaborate to solve murder mysteries
in San Francisco. Angie Harmon, Laura Harris,
Paula Newsome and Aubrey Dollar are the
stars. Harris is a platinum blonde; Harmon has
dark hair and fair skin; Newsome is black with
darker skin tones; and Dollar has red hair.
“We tested them individually and together using soft keylight and fill light on their
faces,” Fleckenstein says. “What is a perfect

Photo courtesy © 2008 ABC, Inc./ Karen Neal

interactive front and backlighting with fades,
kickers and sidelight.
Depending on the scene and director,
Fleckenstein covers the action with either
one or two Panaflex Platinum cameras which
are usually mounted with “fast” T2.3 Primo
4:1 zoom lenses that can be used at variable
focal lengths. He uses a Panalite camera for
Steadicam shots.
“I use a single stock, the (KODAK
VISION) 500T 5279, that renders smooth skin
tones with a little less contrast than other
500-speed films,” he says. “I put a number 85
Schneider polarizing filter on lenses for exterior shots. That takes two stops away from
the film, but it cuts glare and reflections, and
keeps color saturation looking natural.”
Fleckenstein takes a painterly approach
to lighting, combining soft keylight with
shadowless fill and edge light at eye level.
The keylight on sets comes from tungsten
Kino Flos through soft frames. There are
grids rigged above sets with 500-watt China
balls that provide soft, shadowless fill light.
They are on pulleys used to raise and lower

(L to R) Tyrees Allen and
Angie Harmon in a scene
from Women’s Murder Club.
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light for one of them might not be the right
lighting for another. We shot close-ups and
wide-angle shots in bright light, shadows and
darkness. It was like filming fashion models
with the camera constantly moving.”
“It gets challenging when we have
all four of them together, not to mention
Steadicam moves that might start with a wide
master, pan 360 degrees, and then move in
for close-ups,” Fleckenstein says. “In situations where the lighting isn’t right for one or
more of the actresses, Derrick Kolus (gaffer) or
I will often hold a small, battery-powered LED
light panel.”
The sets are rigged to give him and the
director the freedom to do 360-degree moves
without flat lighting. The Jands Vista T2 dimmer console that Kolus uses has 500 channels,
which enables them to use programmed and

Photo courtesy © 2008 ABC, Inc./ Vivian Zink

them to the right positions. He also uses small
1x1-foot, battery-operated LED panel lights for
more complicated Steadicam shots to give the
actresses optimal lighting from any direction.
“Sometimes I use a 1/2 Black Pro-Mist
filter for close-ups, but on wide shots I usually keep the lens clean, so we can record rich
colors and contrast,” he says. “Sometimes
we place a Kino Flo over the camera to put a
twinkle in someone’s eyes.”
The relationships that Fleckenstein established with dailies timer Benita Federman and
colorist Todd Bochner at Modern VideoFilm
during preproduction have paid dividends.
“Our rapport lets us work on the edge of how
far you can go with colors, darkness and light.
I talk with Benita every morning. Final timing
is done at HD resolution. I get a rough cut
before every show is finished and send notes
to Todd before that episode goes to the network.” HD

(L to R) Aubrey Dollar,
Laura Harris, Paula
Newsome and Angie
Harmon in a scene from
Women’s Murder Club.

Fleckenstein earned a 2008 American Society of
Cinematographers Outstanding Achievement
Award nomination for Women’s Murder Club.
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B. Sean Fairburn, SOC
Director of Photography,
Role Model Productions,
LLC. rolemodel@
earthlink.net
Seanfairburn.com
818-621-3912
Local 600,
Agent Steve Jacob,
323-460-4767
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I want to jump right in and
cover some of the features I
love about the F23. First the
images are truly the most
amazing images I have ever
seen The clarity and color are
unlike any imager before it.
That is the heart of any camera: how well it sees.
Color and gamma options
give users more starting
places than ever before. Same
standard gammas as the F900
1-6 and 4 hyper gammas
based on Steve Shaw’s work
- giving better control of highlights and shadow detail. In
addition are 6 “S-LOG” curves
(all the same but spacers for
future use)
Now when in S-LOG
you lose the ability to make
adjustments as other controls
are disabled. I still prefer standard #3 or #5 then trim black
gamma and gamma as needed from shot to shot. I look at
“black gamma” as a fine contrast controller and “gamma”
as an ASA or speed trim speeding up or slowing down
the camera as needed. In cine
mode you must also decide
what gamma to use. In most
cases it will be cine mode,
dynamic range=extended,
color space=wide, gamma will

be set to SLOG. This is the
simplest option if you’re new
to electronic cinema and want
a very film centric workflow all
fixed in post.
Personally on the last
movie I used custom mode,
dynamic range=normal, color
space=DCDM, and gamma
was #5 but tuned up and
down as needed. This was to
minimize need for color correction of dailies and maintain

the look of the show through
post. Our goal was a 95% finished solution as we shot.
Now frame rate is another
great advancement, being
able to do 4:4:4 and 60P at
the same time is very nice. I
just finished a movie where we
shot all the action and fight
scenes in 60P so the editor
could ramp from real time into
a slow motion and back. Great
for VFX as well. HD

Smithsonian’s
by David Royle

O

Photos courtesy of BBC Timewatch

Omaha Beach

maha Beach was the bloodiest of
the D-Day landings. The Smithsonian
Channel’s The True Story of Omaha
tells this seminal story of American history,
which ranks alongside Gettysburg and Bunker
Hill as true epics.
The film springs from Smithsonian’s coproduction relationship with BBC Timewatch,
the world’s longest-running history series. The
True Story of Omaha premieres in the US on
the landing’s anniversary on June 6, but thanks
to YouTube, it’s already a phenomenon.
The big challenge of the program was
creating the invasion – a particularly demanding task because it had already been brilliantly depicted in Steven Spielberg’s Saving
Private Ryan. The team that bore the brunt of
that challenge consisted of three young CGI
artists, Neil Wilson, Stephen Flynn and Colin
Thornton. Somehow, they had to meet expectations created by Spielberg but instead of
millions to work with, they were given two
rifles, three uniforms, a small portable green
screen and four days of shooting. And they

weren’t able to use actors.
The artists were determined to bring
a grand scale to the film and show the full
beach during the invasion. Neil explains:
“Often in films they don’t show the beach
totally wide. We choreographed it in small
pieces.”
“We had one day with full HD, for the
other three days only the Sony Z-1. We knew
that anything shot with that would not be full
screen. So we did lots of elements, such as
men climbing the cliffs. We shot background
shots with full HD. We would scale the Z-1
image down (about 50%) and we layered
it onto the HD plate. All the movements in
the shots were added afterwards. We used
Adobe After Effects and Photoshop.”
And just how good is the CGI? Well,
after it was all completed, Stephen and Neil
put together a YouTube video to show the
creative process. It’s become a worldwide
phenomenon, boasting two million hits so far.
It just shows what you can create with a little
green screen and a lot of imagination. HD

Above: The three CGI
artists, doubling as US
soldiers, with the film crew
on Omaha Beach. (L to R)
Colin Thornton, Stephen
Flynn and Neil Wilson.
Top: The CGI of the Omaha
Beach invasion has created
a YouTube phenomenon.
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Red

Hot and Sizzling

b y N e i l W. S m i t h

T

he Red Canvas is an action packed,
fast moving martial arts movie directed
by Kenneth Chamitoff and finished at
Hollywood-DI (HDI) post-production facility
in West Hollywood, California. It’s one of the
first movies in the world to be shot on the
RED ONE 4k Digital Cinema Camera, edited
on Apple’s Final Cut Studio 2 software, color
corrected in Apple’s COLOR and filmed out
through Assimilate’s SCRATCH system.
Hollywood-DI’s senior colorist and workflow guru, Aaron Peak, designed a customized production and post workflow after
discussing the alternatives with the producers.
“Our DI-flex workflow means that RED filmmakers can shoot in 4k, edit in ProRes 422
and finish in 4k, 2k or HD formats. The conformed movie will be laid back to a HDCAMSR digital master and 2k or 4k DPXs for
filmout. HD and SD downconverts and DVDs
can easily be prepared at any stage,” says
Peak. “HDI provides filmmakers with exactly
what they want depending on their budget
and output requirements. Image quality is

never sacrificed.”
Budgets are always tight on Independent
films but Hollywood-DI was able to give the
‘Red Canvas’ filmmakers a studio finish at
indie prices.
Director, Chamitoff adds, “The bar for
independent films gets higher each year…
producers are always looking for ways to save
money at the same time as increasing production values, DPs are always striving to get the
best looking imagery they can… editors want
the highest resolution dailies to work with…
now for the first time in history, Independent
filmmakers can have it all… the RED ONE
camera gives independent filmmakers a
chance to compete with the larger studios.
The color graded RED footage at HollywoodDI was amazing… it allowed us to experience
the fight scenes as if we were sitting ring
side.” HD

C-Series Digital Cinema Lenses

E-Series Digital Cinema Lenses

For more information on the DI-flex workflow
used in The Red Canvas, visit www.hollywooddi.
com or phone 323-850-3550.

Hollywood-DI’s Creative
Director & Colorist
Aaron Peak, grading a
fight scene from The
Red Canvas.

FUJINON Super Cine E-Series rentals available at:
Big Vision • Cinequipt • Clairmont Camera
Dalsa Digital Cinema • Fletcher Chicago
Koerner Camera • Panavision • Plus8 Digital • Sim Video

Photo courtesy Hollywood-DI, 2008
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Phone: (310) 536-0800, Fax: (310) 536-0022
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Servers are the Future
The more facilities that I work with, the
more prevalent data centric workflows are
becoming. A client of ours wanted a complete HD package, which included a trailer,
editing facility and a television broadcast
center. We discussed tape based systems and
determined that by moving to a data centric
workflow, we could cut costs and reduce time
from acquisition to
broadcast.
The idea uses
servers which cost
around 12k per unit.
When you compare that to a P2
recording unit with
memory cards of 3
hours capture capacity, we saved the
client 8K per unit. A
Sony HDCAM deck
would have run 25K.
Not only was this a
cost savings but a
huge reduction of
rack space inside of
the truck. Coupled with a CG server and a
dumb terminal to connect to all the gear in
the truck, total rack spaces used was 10U.
Capacity was not an issue because of Apple’s
new Pro res codec, which reduced our total
storage and speed requirements. Should our
client wish to move to a more robust HD,
there is enough space to add multiple drives
to1reach that goal.
The next step was to make each one of
TRUCK SERVERS

Lowell Kay is the
founder and president
of Hollywood’s top
post-production and
motion picture film
servicing company,
The DR Group.
www.thedrgroup.com
323-960-1781
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the servers an XSAN client. When in the field,
each server acts as a stand alone capture
device that is controlled by Picture Ready
software. One button controls all the units
for recording and each is fed TC, audio and
video for editing later at the post facility.
When the field capture is done, they move
the trailer to the editing facility and connect
to it via fiber cables
that attach to the side
of the trailer. All the
media is then transferred to the main
volume of the SAN
and edited.
The SAN acts as
the glue to hold this
process together.
Edited projects are
then transferred to
Softron play out servers, where they are
scheduled and inserted at the appropriate
times. Backups will
be stored on to LTO
tapes as needed.
The whole process is data and does not
require the re-capture of material. Workflow
was increased and the truck can be turned
around after a shoot in less than 3 hours
because of the transfer of data instead of
tapes. By creating this workflow, they save
money, time and can switch to new process in
the future with less investment because they
did not invest in costly hardware. HD
EDIT SYSTEMS
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Okada
Blazes HD Dailies Trail
by Bob Fisher

D

aryn Okada, ASC, pioneered use of
a calibrated digital HD dailies viewing system during production of
Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo
Bay. The LaserPacific accurateIMAGE™ (aIM)
system was designed to ensure that everyone involved in a hybrid workflow sees the
same nuances in images from dailies through
editing, digital intermediate (DI) mastering
and preview presentations, according to
Glenn Kennel, VP and GM of Motion Picture
Services at LaserPacific in Hollywood.
The aIM system incorporates proprietary
Kodak color science and technology, and utilizes the color decision list (CDL) developed
by the American Society of Cinematographers
(ASC) Technology Committee. The system
includes a drive loaded on a Kodak Cinema
Server that is used with a calibrated projector
and 6 ½-foot wide screen.
Harold & Kumar Escape from
Guantanamo Bay is a continuing saga to
Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle. The film
begins with Harold and Kumar being arrested
on suspicion of terrorism. Harold and Kumar
escape from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, which

sparks a chase across the United States.
Okada described his intentions for each
scene and setting while establishing a working relationship with LaserPacific dailies timer
Bruce Goodman during preproduction. The
film was produced at practical locations in
Louisiana in 35 mm format in Academy aperture 1.85:1 aspect ratio. Okada sent Goodman
daily e-mail and voicemail messages describing nuances in colors, contrast, light and
darkness. The negative was scanned at HDSR
4:4:4 resolution, and Goodman timed dailies
on a calibrated monitor.
“We had a packed house for dailies every
day, including myself, the directors, crew, producers, actors and people from other departments,” Okada says. “Everyone wanted to be
there because we were looking at dailies in
a way that felt cinematic. It was a communal
experience that energized and kept everyone
on the same page.” Okada timed the DI with
LaserPacific senior colorist David Cole.

Top: Actors John Cho
(left) and Kal Penn (right)
in a scene from Harold &
Kumar 2, shot by Daryn
Okada, ASC, who utilized
LaserPacific’s aIM™ system.
Above: LaserPacific’s
aIM™ system

New Line Cinema released Harold & Kumar
Escape from Guantanamo Bay in theaters
earlier this spring. HD
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Photo courtesy © New Line Cinema 2007 / Jaimie Trueblood
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Photo courtesy National Stadium Co., Ltd./ NGT

Beijing

Olympic Stadium

by Seth Goren

Aerial photograph
of Beijing Stadium
construction.
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W

ith the opening ceremonies of
the Beijing Olympics right around
the corner, National Geographic
Channel is getting an insider’s view of the
centerpiece of the games: the national stadium, one of the largest, most revolutionary
stadiums ever built.
42,000 tons of steel beams, covering
258,000 square meters, were intricately woven
and crisscrossed into an unprecedented
design — dubbed the “Bird’s Nest.” An ambitious building like this, with its complex and
massive design, has never been attempted
before. Now, NGC takes viewers inside the
construction of this goliath structure.
In Beijing Olympic Stadium, a Panasonic
Varicam was used together with CGI to reveal
the erection of the structure. Producer and
writer Jennifer Kubo said, “You really need
the wide shots and vivid detail of HD to get a
sense of scale. In a wide shot, you can actually
see details in the frame, for example the little

tiny people walking around on beams on the
roof of the structure.”
With all eyes on China, very little access
to the stadium was granted to media outside
of the country, but NGC got select behindthe-scenes access to the people and the
stadium to produce the only show about the
stadium shot exclusively in HD.
The stadium itself is a manifestation of
China’s recent willingness to both take risks
and confront challenges. In addition to all the
bells and whistles of any Olympic stadium,
such as giant TV screens, shops and great
views of the field, the documentary looks
at some of the more unique engineering
demands the stadium faced, resting in the
middle of a seismic fault and being built ecofriendly, with state-of-the-art systems to conserve energy, water and heat. HD
Beijing Olympic Stadium premiered May 8,
on the National Geographic Channel and the
National Geographic Channel HD.

Exp er ience
t he p ower of color.

Color Grading for Film and Tape
L.A.: 818.769.1776 victorystudiosla.com
Seattle: 206.282.1776 victorystudios.com

Fred Kaufman: For the most
part, we require many of our
filmmakers to shoot in HD.
Doug Shultz: We work in
all formats, from 16mm film
to DVC Pro, but about three
years ago we transitioned to
working primarily in highdef.
What was the genesis for
The Loneliest Animals and
the Bees film?
FK: I’ve been contemplating
doing a show on the topic of
Loneliest Animals for some
time and was inspired from
The New York Times article
about the two last remaining
Yangtze Turtles on Earth.

Nature
’s
Loneliest Animals Up Close
b y J e n n i e Ta y l o r

P

Close-up of honeybee

BS’ NATURE’s upcoming high-definition
special, The Loneliest Animals, profiles
the efforts of dedicated scientists and
wildlife conservationists to save the last living
relics of our planet’s biodiversity in the face of
growing extinction.
The Loneliest Animals will take viewers into
high-security, high-tech laboratories where
researchers race to breed a new generation
of animals before they disappear, and into
the field to discover what forces led to the
demise of an entire species. HD cinematography will capture wild and rugged landscapes
from Qatar to Galapagos, and create up-close
and personal portraits of these struggling
survivors, including Sumatran Rhino, Kakapo,
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Golden Harlequin Frog, among others.
The film, produced by Partisan Pictures and
Thirteen/WNET New York, is the follow-up
to last season’s Silence of the Bees, the first
in-depth documentary on Colony Collapse
Disorder (CCD), the global crisis affecting
massive die-off of bees. The film recently won
a Peabody Award and will receive a special
encore presentation Sunday, June 15 at 8 p.m.
(ET) on PBS accompanied by exclusive online
updates on CCD since the film’s premiere.
Here’s an exclusive inside look at the making of Silence of the Bees and The Loneliest
Animals with executive producer of NATURE,
Fred Kaufman and the films’ writer/producer,
Doug Shultz.

to capture some spectacular
slo-mo shots of bees in flight.
Their wings move so fast they
break the known laws of physics, and this camera allowed
us to slow it down so you can
see the back and forth of the
wings. At one point, we used
a new HD endoscopic camera designed to examine the
human esophagus, and we
stuck it in a beehive to get a
bee’s perspective.
For Loneliest Animals,
we’re using a Canon
CN-HJ17ex7.7B, a Canon
CN-HJ11x4.7B and a Canon
two-time extender: 1823A002
(AA) Extender 2.0X B4.

Anything that viewers can
expect to take away from
The Loneliest Animals?
FK: We will put a face on
some of the most endangered
species where, literally, there
may be only a couple of individuals left.

Beekeeper at work,
Milbridge, ME

DS: When you see these stories all together, and realize
how rapidly we’re losing species — up to 100 a day — I
think people will find themselves connecting with and
rooting for the animals in the
end. HD
For more information, visit pbs.
org/nature

DS: Bees was also inspired by
news that was published in
the Independent claiming that
cell phones may be responsible for massive honeybee dieoffs across the United States.
Even as that theory was disproved, the mystery seemed
to grow, and the more we
read, the more it opened our
eyes to the importance of
bees. It had all the elements
of a really great story — a scientific investigation, an exploration into a highly complex
animal, and an outcome that
could affect all of us.
What equipment was utilized to enhance the shots
you achieved in Bees? And
what equipment will you
be using for The Loneliest
Animals?
DS: We used a variety of macroscopic adapters to capture
the bees up close. We also
used the new Phantom HD
high-speed camera which
shoots at up to 1600 frames
per second. This allowed us

Photo by Whitney Johnson - © EBC 2007

Photo by Scott Bauer, USDA Agricultural Research Service, United States

Does NATURE or Partisan
Pictures always film in high
definition?
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flexible tubing which has been
pre-glued to the actor’s skin.
There are also liquid bloods
that can be safely used in the
mouth for when a character
has taken a punch to the jaw
and has to spit up blood.
Gel bloods have a thicker
viscosity than the liquid variety. This type of product is
used when the makeup artist
needs the blood to flow slowly and set as it dries. A wound
that isn’t fresh, but rather an
hour or two old, might use a
gel blood.
Blood paste is very thick
in its consistency. Usually
applied with a dental spatula
as the base of a cut and then
dressed on set with either a
liquid or gel blood on top.
The use of a coarse black
stipple sponge and some

blood paste can create some
very realistic “road rash” or
scratches on the skin.
Fix blood is a specialty
product that when dry; can
be peeled from the skin, as it
is manufactured using a flexible plastic base. It can be
very useful when a scene calls
for a character to be walking through a heavy rain, as
it won’t wash away. When I
worked on the remake of The
Poseidon Adventure, this was
a very big consideration, as
many scenes were scheduled
that would involve this very
issue.
Another specialty product
is eye blood. This product is
manufactured using a saline
solution with a red pigment
than when dropped in the
eye, gives the illusion of blood

running out. It is not recommended to be used on actors
who wear contact lenses; as it
can possibly damage them.
Additional consideration,
when using bloods, is the
lighting conditions on the set.
Since high definition cameras
can be used under lower light
levels than other film cameras,
some dark-colored bloods
may not register at all. If that
is the case, a brighter-colored
blood might be necessary.
This might also be true when
bloods are used on dark costume fabrics. It’s very important than when blood effects
are being planned that all
departments (makeup, costume, and props) all choose
a central product so that the
blood remains consistent in all
areas. HD

Far left: Model Clayton
Stang shows two types
of liquid blood products.
The one on the left is
Cinema Secret’s FX
Blood and on the right is
Graftobian’s Stage Blood.
Notice, the difference
in the coloring of the
two bloods, Graftobian’s
would work better under
low light conditions.
Near left: Blood Gel
applied to the model’s
face using a coarse black
stipple sponge to create
a quick scrape.
Below: Here’s a
sampling of the many
manufacturers of
artificial bloods used in
both film and television
productions.

A Bloody Mess
by Bradley M. Look

W

ith so many medical
dramas and cops
shows on television,
the use of artificial blood is at
an all time high. And let’s not
forget the perennial standard,
the horror feature that uses
gallons of blood!
Several factors have to be
considered when determining
the type of wound a makeup
artist creates. One such is
whether the wound is arterial

or vascular. An arterial wound
generally has blood, which is
enriched with oxygen, so the
blood will be bright in color.
Whereas a vascular wound is
oxygen depleted so that the
blood will be dark. The age
of the wound has to also be
taken into account so that the
makeup looks credible.
But with all this bloodletting, what product do you
use? Artificial bloods are bro-

ken down into the following
viscosity categories: liquid,
gel, paste, fix, and eye.
Liquid bloods are used
when a flowing appearance is
desired on camera. A severe
cut of the hand, for example,
would have some blood running from the wound. If a
copious amount of blood were
needed, then the makeup artist would thin it down so that
it could be pumped through
Product styling by Clayton Stang
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JOIN HOLLYWOOD’S PROFESSIONALS IN ’08
For the Pre-Production• Production• Post Production Community
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Pioneer with Sharp LCD’s

Steve Sechrist is
an editor/analyst
at Insight Media, a
technology based
media firm specializing
in large format and
micro display and
related industries.
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In Japan, the Asahi News said Pioneer will
stop producing plasma panels in the 42-inch
and smaller sizes to help shore up losses at
the company’s less-efficient Kagoshima production plant. Pioneer will continue to include
the smaller-size displays in its product lineup,
but it will source the smaller
PDP panels from Japan
plasma makers Panasonic
and Hitachi, according to the
news report.
The move is totally
expected after the tectonic
shift at Pioneer last October
when the company agreed
to a strategic partnership ala
stock swap with flat-panel
manufacturing rival Sharp
Electronics. The deal gave
Pioneer a cash boost of a
little more than $200M to
get the company back on
track with hints from Pioneer
President Tamihiko Sudo that
there’s an LCD future in the
Pioneer brand.
Pioneer became the first
manufacturer to introduce
a 50-inch plasma TV for home use in 1997,
and it controlled half of the domestic market
in 2000. Its plasma technology was highly
regarded because of its ability to display
deep black colors. Recently, however, plasma
TV operations have been overshadowed by
larger flat-TV makers, such as Samsung and
Sony. In addition, Matsushita and Hitachi built
highly efficient plants in Japan and gradually expanded their respective market shares
at the cost of Pioneer’s share. Although
Pioneer’s PDP was competitive in terms of

image quality, it rapidly lost market share due
to its higher price.
But from a branding perspective the
Sharp / Pioneer deal makes a lot of sense.
Once considered the king of flat displays in
the pre-LCD TV days –you remember, when
a 42-inch plasma cost more
than a used BMW – Pioneer
still holds onto a perception
of best display image and
has recently re-earned that
title with its KURO brand
products introduced at CES.
The company also recently
won an Insight Media Best
Buzz award for best technology demo, showing its
Super Black and Super Thin
PDP. Analyst Pete Putman
said: “The company showed
there is plenty of life in the
old dog with an amazing
demo of low black levels on
a next-gen KURO plasma
monitor. The blacks on this
new KURO were so good
that objects on the screen
appeared to be floating in
mid-air, while the colors had plenty of pop.”
So the company with the stellar display
image moves back to the high ground of
price and limited yields, but with a must-have
image any “true display aficionado” cannot resist. For its part, Sharp gains a top-tier
brand to associate (and sell) its LCD-TVs.
So don’t be surprised if we continue to
see PDP technology retreat to larger-size
panels with smaller production runs, and
going after the high-end of the display market relative to LCD-TVs. HD

Exhibition & Premiere Seminars: June 20-21, 2008
Universal Studios Backlot, California
Master Class Seminars: June 22, 2008
Los Angeles, California
The Film Series at Cine Gear Expo: June 19-21, 2008
CALL FOR ENTRIES!

Contact us @
310/472-0809 • info@cinegearexpo.com

The Expansion Into Feature Film Competition
Deadlines For Submissions Are:

Early 3.16.08 • Regular 4.16.08 • Late 5.16.08
Independent & Student Short Competitions
New: Feature Film Competition

For more information and updates, visit us at: WWW.CINEGEAREXPO.COM

Instant Edification.
JVC’s ProHD Camera System. With Native File Recording and Final Cut Pro,
it’s the fastest route to a seamless workflow.
From shooting high-quality HD and SD images to editing with Final Cut Pro, nothing gets you there faster than JVC’s
ProHD Cameras and DRHD100 Hard Disk Recorder system. Thanks to Native File Recording, all the roadblocks are gone—
no ingest time, no transcoding, no rewrapping, and no file conversion —providing the path for a fully integrated,
intelligent workflow. Combine this with a long list of exclusive performance features like full-raster progressive HD
image capture, interchangeable HD lenses, ergonomic design…and you have the ideal professional shoot-to-post
camera system available, today!
Talk to the Pros at JVC and see how the ProHD Camera System can accelerate your professional production.
Call-1-800-582-5825 or visit www.jvc.com/pro

www.jvc.com/pro
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